
OGMCOAL - Skyline 1st Qtr 2011 Water Monitoring 

  
Jim, 
The 1st Quarter 2011 Water Monitoring data for Skyline Mine has been uploaded into the pipeline.   
  
All data is approved with the exception of the following errors that the Division will have to correct. 
-          UPDES-001 has an error requesting T-Fe and it is not required on the following dates: 1/4/11, 1/18/11, 

2/2/11, 2/14/11, and 3/3/11 (this error didn’t seem to come up until a few quarters ago) 
-          UPDES-001 3/15/11 has (2) errors; asking for T-Fe (not required) and it will not accept unit of measure for 

settleable solids 
-          UPDES-001 3/29/11 has an error, but I cannot open the file to see what error it is requesting.  I anticipate it 

is the same errors as listed in 3/15/11 
-          UPDES-002 3/15/11 has error asking for O&G that is not required (only if sheen exists); and it will not accept 

unit of measure for settleable solids 
-          UPDES-002 3/29/11 same errors as UPDES-002 on 3/15/11 
-          VC-6 3/9/11 O&G missing (bottle broke) – collected on 3/11/11 
-          VC-6 3/11/11 O&G data all other parameters were collected on 3/9/11 

  
Let me know if you have any questions or you find any data I did not submit, 
  
Gregg A. Galecki 
Environmental Engineer  
Canyon Fuel Company, LLC  
Skyline Mine 
(435)448-2636 
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